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A farmer of the Sakaguchi Akoya pearl farm displays oysters with pearls on a table
in Shima. — AFP photos

A farmer of the Sakaguchi Akoya pearl farm cleans oysters. An employee of Mikimoto jewelry displays a necklace, earrings and a ring made
of cultured Akoya pearls in Tokyo.

In Japan’s picturesque Ago Bay, a couple sits in a little
hut picking out oysters from a net, cleaning them
carefully one-by-one before replacing them gently

back in the water. Their hope: in several months, these
oysters will produce a glistening white pearl from a cul-
tured farming technique invented in Japan that is in
decline as experts die out in the ageing country. Cultured
pearl farming was first commercialized in Ago Bay and
spread throughout the world. There are still dozens of
farms plying the trade there, which look from the sky like
a series of rafts floating between the steep coast and a
string of tiny islets.

In 1893, an Ago Bay local called Kokichi Mikimoto
became worried the oyster pearls avidly sought in his
waters were becoming extinct. So he began introducing
artificial foreign bodies into the oysters in a bid to repli-
cate the natural process in which they secrete thousands
of layers of nacre when a grain of sand or shell finds its
way inside the pearl pocket. After several setbacks-
including a bacterial virus that decimated his crop-
Mikimoto finally hit the jackpot: one day in July 1893 a
semi-spherical pearl appeared, clinging to the oyster.

A decade or so later, he had refined his method to
produce a perfectly round specimen and immediately
patented his technique-the cultured pearl. Success was
not immediate-several viewed the cultured pearl as a vul-
gar replica of the “natural” variety-but eventually
Mikimoto built a global empire and Japan became the
reference for the small pearls known as “Akoya.” Around
the same time, two other Japanese, Tatsuhei Mise and
Tokichi Nishikawa, applied for a patent.

Top five percent
The Sakaguchi family has been crafting these valuable

pearls between three and 10 millimeters in diameter for
three generations. Kasuhiro, 73, and Misayo, 68, are now
supported by daughter Ruriko. “Our job is to look after
the oysters as well as we can for three to four years,”

explained the energetic 43-year-old Ruriko, sporting an
apron and headscarf. “From harvesting the young oysters,
introducing the graft, right up to extracting the pearl,”
she added, as she dragged oysters from the net for
inspection.

The whole delicate operation rests of the insertion of
a nucleus-a small round polished ball made out of shell-
fish  — and the “graft”, a piece of donor mantle tissue
from another oyster. Over a period of several months, the
oyster reacts to the foreign bodies by secreting thou-
sands of layers of nacre which form the pearl. The pearls
are harvested in December, when the water is around 15
degrees, said Ruriko. “Below this, the pearl will lack
strength. Above that, it will lack shine,” she explained.

It is a thankless task. Of the 100,000 oysters harvest-
ed annually, half die immediately after the operation. The
vast majority produce either mediocre pearls or nothing
at all. Only around five percent of the oysters harvested
will result in pearls of sufficient quality to adorn the win-
dows of chic jewelers far away in Tokyo.

Family heirloom   
The Sakaguchis are lucky to have Ruriko take up the

family trade, which is suffering-like many other tradition-
al Japanese crafts-from an ageing population and a flight
from the country to booming cities. The number of spe-
cialized pearl farmers has dropped from 3,760 in the
1960s to just 680 in 2013, according to the most recent
data from the Fisheries Agency. But despite this, Japan
still dominates the global market, accounting for around
30 percent in terms of value-helped by concentrating on
the best quality pearls.

Japan has produced around 20 tons of farmed pearls
annually over the past 10 years, bringing in around 16.6
billion yen, and is aiming to reach 20 billion yen by 2027.
But even that would be a far cry from the heady days of
the late 1980s when Japan produced around 70 tons with
a value of 88 billion yen. So what sets Japanese cultured

pearls apart from competitors in Tahiti, Indonesia,
Myanmar, the Philippines or Australia?

Aside from centuries of know-how, Japan is helped by
its climate, said Yuichi Nakamura, vice-chairman of the
Mie Pearl promotion council. “The key is the winter sea-
son in Japan. It gives the pearls a better shine and sets
them apart from the rest of world,” Nakamura told AFP.
Rivals from China at one point looked set to threaten
Japan’s dominance but “they focused in quantity... where-
as we concentrated on quality to stay in the race.”

That quality is on glittering display at the luxurious,
multistory flagship store of Mikimoto, in the plush Tokyo
district of Ginza. Here a mannequin wears a priceless

pearl necklace but pearls can range from a few hundred
to a million dollars. “For the Japanese, pearls are a family
heirloom. We give them as necklaces to women about to
marry or as earrings or rings,” said Mikimoto boss
Hiroshi Yoshida.

They then wear them at grand occasions for the rest
of their lives. But perhaps an indication of a shift in the
global economy: more than half of Mikimoto’s customers
are Chinese. After them come Americans, other Asians
such as Singaporeans, and then Europeans.—AFP 
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Shocking book gives 
voice to victims 
of sex trafficking

Lisa Harding jokes that she is going to choose a
“nice cheery subject” for her next book before
admitting that it is actually about children cop-

ing with alcoholic parents. But if it gets anything like
the acclaim of her debut novel, “Harvesting”, a
heart-wrenching yet utterly gripping account of
two sex trafficked teenage girls, her publishers will
be more than happy. “Harvesting” has been hailed
as “shockingly good” by the Irish writer Roddy
Doyle-the author of “The Van” and “The
Commitments”-a “brilliantly written... thought-pro-
voking, anger-provoking, guilt-provoking” kick to
the collective conscience.

The Irish First Lady Sabina Coyne Higgins was
so moved by it that she put pen to paper to urge
people to read it.  “This wonderful book records a
hidden world of horror and pain that is hard to
believe exists, but which sadly is a stark reality for
so many.” Harding, an actress best known for her
part in the Irish television soap “Fair City”, tells the
story of two young girls who are “tricked, cajoled
and forced” into prostitution, using alternating first-
person narratives.

She used real testimonies from trafficked 13- to
15-year-olds to “get into their heads”, working with
NGOs in Ireland and Moldova to build up a realistic
picture of the girls and give “them back the voice
they had been robbed of”.  Sammy is an off-the-
rails middle-class Irish teenager while Nico is a stu-
dious Moldovan child who is sold into marriage by
her father at 12 before being trafficked through
Europe to Ireland.

Industrial scale
“People might find it difficult to believe that this

kind of cruelty is going on on such an industrial
scale, but it is happening and we are doing precious
little about it,” Harding told AFP in Paris as the book
was published in French. The girls end up being held

in a house on a Dublin “ghost estate” left unfinished
when the Irish property boom collapsed. It’s an apt
metaphor of the dark side of capitalism that Harding
said was “very deliberate”.

Sex trafficking is an enormous and growing
global business making more than $100 billion a
year on the pain of its victims, she said. “When the
authorities pull in a car full of girls usually they are
too afraid to speak, afraid for themselves and for
their families back home,” she said. “If it was a car
full of drugs or arms it would be different-the traf-
fickers would go down. “So it’s a low-risk high-
profit business, and the legislation as it stands
across Europe is not looking after the most vulnera-
ble,” the author insisted.

While countries like France and Ireland have
adopted the Nordic model of prosecuting the
clients rather than prostitutes, Harding insisted
there was a “lack of will to implement the law or to
really take on trafficking.” For Harding, whose eyes
were opened to the trade when she was asked to
take part in an anti-trafficking campaign, change
will only come when the women’s suffering stops
being swept under the carpet. “Prostitutes in fiction
are usually an object, a murder victim or ‘Pretty
Woman’ figure. These girls have no voice. Nobody
wants to know because it is too hard.” 

Utterly silenced
Even the #MeToo movement has failed them,

she argued. “I don’t think it is giving a voice to traf-
ficked women. This is the utter silencing of people.”
In the book, the two girls create a bubble in which
“they hold onto a precious core of themselves” to
survive the daily dehumanizing horror they have to
go through. It is a coping strategy used by many
trauma victims the writer found in the course of her
research. “There is lightness, humor and love in the
book that people may not think possible,” Harding
said. “I veer away from anything sensational or
graphic, you stay with them and their unlikely
friendship.”

Indeed, several publishers rejected the novel
“because they thought the subject was impossible
to market, that it would be too difficult to get peo-
ple to pick up.” But since it started winning awards
it has been picked up for the big screen by the
director of the hit British television comedy series,
“Derry Girls”. Harding believes that getting into
men’s heads is the only way to tackle trafficking. “It
has to start early, you have to talk to young guys at
school who are growing up with porn and getting
inured to the idea of transactional sex,” she said.

An experiment carried out by the Irish NGO
Ruhama last year, using a fake prostitute advert,
found very few clients were concerned when they
found out that the woman was trafficked. “No one
tried to help her,” Harding said. “The best one guy
managed was saying, ‘You’d better get yourself
home.’”—AFP 

In this photo Irish writer and actress Lisa Harding
poses for a picture during an interview. — AFP

Three divers who helped rescue a Thai
football team last year have made a
fresh discovery in Vietnam where

they explored a tunnel that could expand
the footprint of the world’s largest cave.
The team was invited to descend into a
waterlogged pit in the Son Doong cave in
central Vietnam that has never been
explored and is believed to connect to
nearby chambers. They were forced back
at 77 meters because they did not have
enough oxygen to push further, but they
think the tunnels could be 120 meters
deep.

If the tunnel connects to another cave,
it would make Son Doong “easily the
largest cave in the world and it would
never be overtaken,” British cave expert
Howard Limbert, who helped organize the
dive, said Tuesday at a press conference
announcing the find. The three divers-
Rick Stanton, Jason Mallinson and Chris
Jewell-were part of the daring rescue to

save 12 Thai footballers and their coach
who were trapped in a cave for eighteen
days last year. 

Stanton-who found the boys on a
ledge-said the painstaking task of safely
leading the group out of the tunnel alive
helped to prepare for the mission in
Vietnam. “Our planning and preparation is
without parallel,” he said. The team plans
to return to Vietnam next year to try to
link the tunnel to another cave near Son
Doong, which is so big that it has its own
ecosystem and weather patterns.  The
cave in central Quang Binh province was
first found by a local forager in 1991, but
was not re-discovered for another 19
years because its entrance was hidden by
thick surrounding jungle.

Only 30 percent of Vietnam’s Phong
Nha national park-where Son Doong and
a network of adjacent caves are located-
has so far been explored.  Son Doong is
the world’s largest cave by volume, big

enough to house a New York city block-
including 40-storey skyscrapers-accord-
ing to Oxalis, which runs tours into the
caves. Proposed plans to build a cable car
in the area have sparked anger among the
Vietnamese public who fear it will harm
the area’s wildlife and pristine views.   

An official said yesterday there were
no plans to move ahead with the project
despite offers from several companies.
“That is only in theory, in truth, to build a
cable car there is no such project yet,” the
vice chairman of Quang Binh province
Tran Thien Dung said Tuesday. Vietnam’s
tourism industry is booming among
domestic and foreign travellers alike, but
the communist country has come under
fire for failing to preserve landscapes as it
rapidly expands the sector. —AFP 

This handout photo released by Oxalis Adventure Tours
shows a diver swimming underwater during an expedition in
Vietnam’s Son Doong cave. — AFP photos

This handout photo released by Oxalis Adventure Tours shows divers prepar-
ing their equipment during an expedition in Vietnam’s Son Doong cave.

Thai cave boy divers explore
new tunnel in Vietnam


